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MARUTHI SCHOOL OF BANKING

IMPORTANT CURRENT AFFAIRS 

1. Where was SAARC home ministers’ Conference head in July? 

2. ___________has framed and tabled Global nutrition report 2016 in June? 

3. Pakistan approached international tribunal against India’s hydro power plant in Kishenganga river. 

Kishenganga is the tributary of ___________river? 

4. ___________state made a strict law 

house, rest of the members also will be arrested? 

5. ___________has been tasked with overseeing restructuring of banks and also appointment of public 

bank chiefs? Bank Board Bureau

6. ___________was formulated in order to address the heinous crimes of sexual abuse and sexual 

exploitation of Children? POSCO 2012

7. Little boy Omran’s Blank stare with pale face in media broke the hearts of the world. He is from the war 

torn country ___________? Syria

8. Iran is arch rival of Saudi Arabia and the land of 

9. Bashar Al Assad, the Prime Minister of ___________could make an impact and  split in the world 

politics. Syria 

10. ___________country is facing a charge in international crimi

of enemy nation? Israel 

11. Saudi Arabia follows ___________teaching of Muslim that says that even a Muslim who doesn’t follow 

this doctrine is a culprit and enemy? 

12. The highest peak in India Kanchenjunga is located in ___________state? 

13. Hurriyat faction and its statements always seen in news. It is based in ____ state? 

14. Other than PV Sindhu, Sakshi Malik and Gymnast Dipa Karmakar ___________will be conferred Khel 

Ratna award? Ace Shooter Jitu Rai

15. ___________is the first state to open the gates for transgender in police force? 

16. ___________ is the first trans-woman  sub inspector India? 

17. ___________was the head of the committee to revise and strengthen mone

18. India’s Olympic loan gold medalist Abhinav Bindra finished this year’s  Rio game in _______position? 

19. The phrase “Good Samaritans” is often seen in news related to the judgment in Supreme court. What is 

meant by the phrase? Helpful Bystanders. 

20. _______individual got the most number of gold medals by an athlete in Rio Olympics? 

21. In ___________country is the next Olympics in 2020? 

22. ___________team ranks first in World test cricket ranking? 

23. ___________has the major share in ADB(Asian Development Bank) 
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Where was SAARC home ministers’ Conference head in July? Islamabad, Pakistan

_has framed and tabled Global nutrition report 2016 in June? WHO

Pakistan approached international tribunal against India’s hydro power plant in Kishenganga river. 

Kishenganga is the tributary of ___________river? Indus  

___________state made a strict law that If one person in a family stored and consumed alcohol in a 

house, rest of the members also will be arrested? Bihar 

___________has been tasked with overseeing restructuring of banks and also appointment of public 

Bank Board Bureau 

___was formulated in order to address the heinous crimes of sexual abuse and sexual 

POSCO 2012 

Little boy Omran’s Blank stare with pale face in media broke the hearts of the world. He is from the war 

a 

Iran is arch rival of Saudi Arabia and the land of ___________sect of Muslim? 

Bashar Al Assad, the Prime Minister of ___________could make an impact and  split in the world 

___________country is facing a charge in international criminal court for killing thousands of civilians 

Saudi Arabia follows ___________teaching of Muslim that says that even a Muslim who doesn’t follow 

this doctrine is a culprit and enemy? Wahhabism (sunni muslim) 

Kanchenjunga is located in ___________state? Sikkim

Hurriyat faction and its statements always seen in news. It is based in ____ state? 

Other than PV Sindhu, Sakshi Malik and Gymnast Dipa Karmakar ___________will be conferred Khel 

Ace Shooter Jitu Rai 

___________is the first state to open the gates for transgender in police force? 

woman  sub inspector India? Prithika Yashini 

___________was the head of the committee to revise and strengthen monetary policy? 

India’s Olympic loan gold medalist Abhinav Bindra finished this year’s  Rio game in _______position? 

The phrase “Good Samaritans” is often seen in news related to the judgment in Supreme court. What is 

Bystanders.  

_______individual got the most number of gold medals by an athlete in Rio Olympics? 

In ___________country is the next Olympics in 2020? Japan(Tokyo) 

___________team ranks first in World test cricket ranking? Pakistan  

___________has the major share in ADB(Asian Development Bank) Japan 
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Islamabad, Pakistan 

WHO 

Pakistan approached international tribunal against India’s hydro power plant in Kishenganga river. 

that If one person in a family stored and consumed alcohol in a 

___________has been tasked with overseeing restructuring of banks and also appointment of public 

___was formulated in order to address the heinous crimes of sexual abuse and sexual 

Little boy Omran’s Blank stare with pale face in media broke the hearts of the world. He is from the war 

___________sect of Muslim? Shia 

Bashar Al Assad, the Prime Minister of ___________could make an impact and  split in the world 

nal court for killing thousands of civilians 

Saudi Arabia follows ___________teaching of Muslim that says that even a Muslim who doesn’t follow 

Sikkim 

Hurriyat faction and its statements always seen in news. It is based in ____ state? Jammu and Kashmir 

Other than PV Sindhu, Sakshi Malik and Gymnast Dipa Karmakar ___________will be conferred Khel 

___________is the first state to open the gates for transgender in police force?  

 

tary policy? Urjit Patel 

India’s Olympic loan gold medalist Abhinav Bindra finished this year’s  Rio game in _______position?  

The phrase “Good Samaritans” is often seen in news related to the judgment in Supreme court. What is 

_______individual got the most number of gold medals by an athlete in Rio Olympics? Michael Phelps 
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24. The usage of ___________guns (other name pump action guns) in Kashmir valley by Central Reserve 

Police force (CRPF) against protesters drew flak from various quarters. 

25. ___________state is set to be the country’s nuclear power hub more than six reactors? 

26. The surrogacy (Regulation) bill, 2016 which was recently passed aims at

commercial surrogacy in India. 

27. World Bank and IMF were launched under ___________system to assist w

28. ___________is the new elected Chief minister of Gujarat? 

29. Fukushima disaster in 2011 made people think about the safety issues of nuclear power plants. In 

___________country was the disaster taken place? 

30. Red tapism and Red carpet decide the country’s rank in ___________Ease of doing business

31. When the problems between India and Pakistan discussed Pok is always mentioned. Pok is 

Pakistan occupied Kashmir 

32. Recently in Ranthambore tiger reserve a tigress Machli, 

captured the news. The specialty about her was ______world’s oldest tigress with some special features

33. ___________is the Chief of Indian Army? 

34. ‘Swap ratio’ is seen in news. It is pertinent t

35. ‘GiveItUp’ campaign of the central government persuades the people to give up ___________

36. In Tamil Nadu in ___________year the prohibition of smoking and spitting act was enacted? 

37. ___________state’s special status end

38. To boost credit growth in the economy the centre announced Rs. ___________ crore for recapitalization 

in 13 banks from its proposed 70000 crore?

39. Basel 111 norms, the international norms for banks to keep a 

___________year. 2019 

40. In india 106 districts in 10 states are part of the red corridor. It is  called as red corridor because of 

___________Left wing extremism

41. The wrestler ___________was out of the Olympics afte

42. The Antrix and The investigation of scam in it  are  seen in news. It is the commercial arm of 

43. ___________social media platform is a network builk around governance issues, launched by PM 

Narendra Modi in 2014 and it has 35 lack registered users so far. MyGov

44. ______is the apex regulator of genetically modified crops? 

45. ___________state revoked AFSPA citing its insignificance in the state ? 

46. ___________country founded AIIB(Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank) 

47. ___________is the headquarters of new development bank? 

48. ___________is the advisory body of the World bank?

49. In The US a person can be the president only in 

50. The US president barrack Obama was born in 
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___________guns (other name pump action guns) in Kashmir valley by Central Reserve 

Police force (CRPF) against protesters drew flak from various quarters. pellet 

___________state is set to be the country’s nuclear power hub more than six reactors? 

he surrogacy (Regulation) bill, 2016 which was recently passed aims at___________

 

World Bank and IMF were launched under ___________system to assist war torn countries? 

___________is the new elected Chief minister of Gujarat? Vijay Rupani 

Fukushima disaster in 2011 made people think about the safety issues of nuclear power plants. In 

___________country was the disaster taken place? Japan 

Red carpet decide the country’s rank in ___________Ease of doing business

When the problems between India and Pakistan discussed Pok is always mentioned. Pok is 

Recently in Ranthambore tiger reserve a tigress Machli, with many fans all around the world died and 

captured the news. The specialty about her was ______world’s oldest tigress with some special features

___________is the Chief of Indian Army? General Dalbir Singh 

‘Swap ratio’ is seen in news. It is pertinent to ___________? Bank consolidation

‘GiveItUp’ campaign of the central government persuades the people to give up ___________

___________year the prohibition of smoking and spitting act was enacted? 

___________state’s special status endowment is in discussion in parliament? AP

To boost credit growth in the economy the centre announced Rs. ___________ crore for recapitalization 

in 13 banks from its proposed 70000 crore?  22,915 

Basel 111 norms, the international norms for banks to keep a capital adequacy ratio keep the deadline as 

In india 106 districts in 10 states are part of the red corridor. It is  called as red corridor because of 

Left wing extremism 

The wrestler ___________was out of the Olympics after finding poisitive in dope test? 

The Antrix and The investigation of scam in it  are  seen in news. It is the commercial arm of 

___________social media platform is a network builk around governance issues, launched by PM 

odi in 2014 and it has 35 lack registered users so far. MyGov 

______is the apex regulator of genetically modified crops? Genetic Engineering Appraisal Committee

___________state revoked AFSPA citing its insignificance in the state ? Tripura

ntry founded AIIB(Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank) China

___________is the headquarters of new development bank? Shangai 

___________is the advisory body of the World bank? 

In The US a person can be the president only in ___________terms? 

ent barrack Obama was born in ___________country? 
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___________guns (other name pump action guns) in Kashmir valley by Central Reserve 

 

___________state is set to be the country’s nuclear power hub more than six reactors? AP 

___________Banning 

ar torn countries?  

Fukushima disaster in 2011 made people think about the safety issues of nuclear power plants. In 

Red carpet decide the country’s rank in ___________Ease of doing business 

When the problems between India and Pakistan discussed Pok is always mentioned. Pok is ___________ 

with many fans all around the world died and 

captured the news. The specialty about her was ______world’s oldest tigress with some special features 

Bank consolidation 

‘GiveItUp’ campaign of the central government persuades the people to give up ___________ 

___________year the prohibition of smoking and spitting act was enacted? 2002 

AP 

To boost credit growth in the economy the centre announced Rs. ___________ crore for recapitalization 

capital adequacy ratio keep the deadline as 

In india 106 districts in 10 states are part of the red corridor. It is  called as red corridor because of 

r finding poisitive in dope test? Narsingh Yadav 

The Antrix and The investigation of scam in it  are  seen in news. It is the commercial arm of ____ISRO 

___________social media platform is a network builk around governance issues, launched by PM 

Genetic Engineering Appraisal Committee  

Tripura 

China 


